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Motivation: ML algo with good performance & guarantees

Why? 

Not just a theoretical exercise…

- True generalization

- Bound on generalization

Normal

Heart
attack

In this work we address both
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Generalization bounds: existing approaches & limitations

Does not use additional data:

- VC dimension [Vapnik & Chervonenkis, 1971]

- Radamacher complexity [Bartlett & Mendelson, 2001]

- Sharpness [Keskar et al., 2017]

Uses additional data:

- Test-set bounds, e.g., [Chernhoff, 1952]

- PAC-Bayes [Dziugate & Roy, 2017] [Perez et al, 2021]*
- A

Misclass

– not use all data for training / + tighter bounds

data

train

test

+ use all data for training  / – loose bounds



Yes! With (preferent) compression theory

Challenge: ML algos do not have compression properties

[Bousquet et al, 2020] [Hanneke & Kantorovich, 2021]

Can we break this barrier?
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Main result: P2L induces preferent compression

Goal: Given a black-box learning algo	L, construct a meta-algorithm (P2L) 
        around it to secure preferent compression

Hopes: - P2L compresses “a lot” ⟹	good bound on generalization

Theorem (informal): P2L is a preferent compression algorithm

Input: dataset D; learning algorithm L D , scoring function s" z

⟹	good generalizationHopes: - P2L does not change the “nature” of L

Initialize: T = ∅, h = h#, z∗ = argmax
%∈'∖)

	s"(z)

While max
%∈'∖)

	s" z > threshold do

  ?	 ← ? ∪ B∗

  ℎ	 ← D(?)

  z∗ ← argmax
%∈'∖)

	s"(z)



Experiments: MNIST classification

Experiment: binary MNIST, F = 1000

Comparison: P2L, Train+Test (TT), Pac-Bayes (PB)
                  care about both true gen and bound
 

true

Training fraction

Misclass TT/P2L/PB bounds

Take home: P2L superior to PB, comparable TT bound but better true misclass!
[Dziugate & Roy, 2017] [Perez et al, 2021]

Bound on misclass

True misclass

More precisely, we consider a binary version of the MNIST dataset introduced in the seminal work of
(Dziugaite & Roy, 2017) for the specific purpose of comparing the generalization guarantees of PAC-
Bayes and other approaches, and later employed in, e.g., (Rivasplata et al., 2019). In this problem, the
digits 0-4 and 5-9 are mapped to the labels 0 and 1. To classify the inputs, we employ a fully connected
feed-forward neural network with three hidden layers each with 600 nodes and ReLu activation
functions. The input has 784 nodes and the output has two nodes which are passed to a softmax
function. This architecture, employed in the above-cited works, is used across all our experiments.
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Figure 2: Top row: Average bounds on the risk (dashed) and misclassification on the test dataset
(solid) ± one standard deviation for P2L ⌃, test-set ⌥, and PAC-Bayes 4 with a confidence of
� = 0.035 (left) and � = 0.001 (right). The solid markers denote the best bounds achieved and their
corresponding post-training performance. Bottom row: Distribution of the upper bounds on the risk
and misclassification on the test dataset for the models achieving the best bounds for P2L +, test-set
+, and PAC-Bayes +. Precisely, each point in these figures corresponds to the pair (generalization
bound, actual misclassification level) achieved in one of the 60 partitions of the MNIST training
dataset we use. The means are indicated with a solid diamond, circle, and triangle, respectively.

MNIST consists of a training dataset containing 60000 examples and a test dataset with 10000
examples. In our experiments, we train all models only on 1000 samples from the training dataset
at a time. We particularly care of this “small” dataset setting, in which one has to make the most
of the data for both training and assessing the generalization. This is a setting of interest to various
fields where data are a limited, possibly costly, resource.6 Specifically, we shuffle the original MNIST
training dataset and extract 60 disjoints datasets with 1000 data points each. All approaches we
compare are run on the resulting 60 datasets, which are used to both train the network and provide
generalization bounds. The full test dataset, containing 10000 examples, is never used in any training
phase. It is instead used to evaluate the actual post-training performance of each trained model. We

6Our experience ranges from applications to cardiac defibrillation in which patients in out-of-hospital cardiac
arrest are classified as being able or not able to positively react to a defibrillation shock (in the latter, alternatives
are possible, chiefly administrating a cardiac massage prior to the shock), to applications with spacesuit testing in
which suits are artificially bombarded with particles to mimic the condition encountered in the outer space. While
in the first example the number of recorded cases is potentially very high (modern defibrillators automatically
collect ECG traces), still these data are not made public and easy to secure in large quantities, while in the second
example each single data point can be quite costly, suggesting that the dataset has to be kept as small as possible.

6



Experiments: regression

Experiment: noisy sin(2.5LM)/2.5LM, F = 200

Comparison: Train+Test-set (TT) vs P2L
                  care about both perf and bound
 

Training fraction

Risk

Risk bound

True riskTT/P2L bounds

TT/P2L
true risk

Take home: P2L beat TT barrier, i.e., good bound and true risk!
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